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Abstract. One of the most important yet insufficiently studied issues
in online advertising is the externality effect among ads: the value of an
ad impression on a page is affected not just by the location that the ad
is placed in, but also by the set of other ads displayed on the page. For
instance, a high quality competing ad can detract users from another
ad, while a low quality ad could cause the viewer to abandon the page
altogether.
In this paper, we propose and analyze a model for externalities in sponsored search ads. Our model is based on the assumption that users will
visually scan the list of ads from the top to the bottom. After each ad,
they make independent random decisions with ad-specific probabilities
on whether to continue scanning. We then generalize the model in two
ways: allowing for multiple separate blocks of ads, and allowing click
probabilities to explicitly depend on ad positions as well. For the most
basic model, we present a polynomial-time incentive-compatible auction
mechanism for allocating and pricing ad slots. For the generalizations,
we give approximation algorithms for the allocation of ads.

1

Introduction

Online advertising auctions are run with the goal of assigning advertising slots
to bidders in such a way as to maximize social welfare or the revenue of the
auctioneer. The common setup is as follows: k slots are available for ads, and
may be assigned to (some of) n bidders. When users click on an advertiser’s ad,
this will sometimes lead to a purchase and thus revenue for the advertiser. In
other words, in the type of auctions we consider here, only clicks are of interest
to the bidders, as opposed to impressions, which would matter if the goal were
to increase product awareness.
The key quantity an advertiser a is interested in with respect to slot i is the
click-through rate, the probability that ad a, if placed in slot i, will be clicked. The
⋆
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larger the click-through rate, the larger the expected revenue of the advertiser.
Hence, any auction aiming to maximize social welfare will need to be based on
a model of click-through rates of combinations of ads and slots.
Traditional models [8, 17] are based on the assumption that the click-through
rate depends solely on the relevance of the ad a and the prominence of slot i on
the page. In fact, the most commonly used model makes the even stronger assumption that it is the product of the two quantities. The model thus completely
discounts the effects of other ads shown on the same page. Intuition suggests that
a high-quality relevant ad placed more prominently can detract from another ad.
Conversely, a very low-quality ad may entice the viewer to completely disregard
ads on the page.
In economics jargon, this effect is called an externality of an ad. Ghosh and
Mahdian [10] initiated the study of externalities in online advertising. They
proposed several models primarily in the context of lead generation advertising,
i.e., when the publisher must select an unordered set of advertisers. The main
model in [10] is based on a rational choice model for the advertising audience.
However, for most of these models, the allocation problem is intractable.
In this paper, we focus exclusively on the case of sponsored search ads. Here,
the publisher needs to select ads to be placed in a number of slots on a web
page. We study the allocation problem and the design of incentive-compatible
mechanisms under a simple and intuitive model called the Cascade Model. Our
model generalizes the Cascade Model recently proposed by Craswell et al. [6]
in the context of click-through rates of organic search results. (The same model
was proposed independently and simultaneously by Aggarwal et al. in the 4th
Workshop on Ad Auctions [1].) The basic Cascade Model (defined formally in
Section 2) assumes that the users scan through the ads in order. For each ad a,
users decide probabilistically whether to click (with some ad-specific probability
qa ), as well as whether to continue the scanning process, with a possibly different
ad-specific probability ca . The probabilistic continuation allows us to model the
externality of prematurely terminating the scanning process as a result of either
a very irrelevant ad, or a very high-quality web site leading to a purchase.
Craswell et al. [6] considered the special case of the Cascade Model where
qa = ca for all a, in the context of organic search results. Their work can be
considered a follow-up on the work of Joachims et al. [12], which provides limited experimental evidence for the hypothesis that the click-through rate of a
search result depends on surrounding results. Craswell et al. compare the Cascade Model with four other models, including the commonly used model of separable click-through rates. They show that the Cascade Model provides the best
fit to click logs of a large search engine. Since the click-through rates in organic
search results and ads appear to be of a similar nature (and so far the same
models have been used for both), this provides evidence that the Cascade Model
can achieve a significant improvement over the currently used model of separable
click-through rates.
We show that under the Cascade Model we define, the optimum allocation
can be computed in polynomial time, and priced so as to lead to an incentive-

compatible mechanism. We subsequently consider several generalizations of the
Cascade Model. The first generalization concerns the placement of multiple separate columns or slates of ads. While each slate is scanned from top to bottom,
different types of users have different orders among the slates. We show (in Section 4) that the allocation problem for this model admits a polynomial-time
approximation scheme (PTAS). The second generalization (in Section 5) is a
common generalization of the Cascade Model and the separable click-through
rate model, which augments the Cascade Model by slot-specific click probabilities. For the allocation problem in this model, we give a simple 4-approximation
algorithm as well as a quasi polynomial-time approximation scheme (QPTAS).
1.1

Related Work

Ad Auctions in general have received a lot of recent attention (see, e.g., [2, 4, 13,
15, 16]). Many of the core theoretical results (e.g., [8, 17, 2, 14]) are based on the
simplifying assumption of separable click-through rates. That is, the probability
of ad a being clicked in position i is the product qa λi of an ad-specific term and
a position-dependent one. This assumption has been made mostly for simplicity;
experimental studies find that there is very little evidence that separable clickthrough rates constitute an adequate model [12, 6, 19].
As a result, several recent papers have proposed more general models for ad
auctions, including some that model externalities. A recent paper by Feng [9]
considers auctions when the bidders have arbitrarily differing (but still decreasing) valuations on the different slot positions. In addition to the work by Craswell
et al. [6] on organic search results, a paper by Aggarwal et al. [1] independently
and simultaneously proposes the same Cascade Model as this paper for ads.
They derive the same dynamic programming algorithm to solve the allocation
problem in the basic Cascade Model, and then focus on improving the running
time and proving monotonicity properties of this algorithm, while our focus is on
solving the allocation problem for generalizations of the Cascade Model that take
position-dependent effects or multiple slates of ads into account. A paper by Das
et al. [7] studies a somewhat different model of externalities. In their model, the
click-through probabilities are essentially the same as in the standard separable
model. However, the authors model externalities in the conversion of clicks, in
that users will purchase from at most one of the sites they visited.
Athey and Ellison [3] consider a model that is similar to ours in some ways.
However, their focus is on modeling the consumer search behavior when the
consumer is unaware of the quality of the advertisers, and uses the ranking given
by the search engine as a signal of the quality. The consumer starts scanning
the ads from the top (where she expects the highest quality), and continues
clicking on ads until her need is met, or until the negative outcomes of previous
clicks convince her that the probability that the next ad meets her need is
so low as to not be worth the cost of further clicks. In this model, Athey and
Ellison [3] analyze the equilibria of the generalized second price mechanism under
strong assumptions about the distributions of user costs and bids, whereas in this

paper, we are concerned with designing new allocation mechanisms for arbitrary
parameter settings to improve the efficiency.
While there has been a huge body of work in advertising on the effects of ad
placement, size, content, etc. on readers’ attention and recall there appears to be
— somewhat surprisingly — no study of the externalities between ads even in
traditional media such as printed advertising or TV. Thus, a comparison between
the Cascade Model and traditional models for externalities in advertising is not
possible.

2

Click-Through Models and Allocations

A publisher needs to choose ads from a set of n ads to display in k slots on a
page, numbered sequentially from 1 to k. Each advertiser a specifies an amount
ba : how much they are willing to pay for each click on their ads. In order to
optimize either his revenue or the social welfare, the publisher therefore needs
to predict the probability that an ad is clicked, and take these predictions into
account when allocating the slots to ads.
The click-through rate (CTR) of an ad is the probability that it receives
a click. In principle, this probability could depend on everything on the page,
including the ad itself, the position where it is placed, other ads placed in other
slots, as well as seemingly less relevant other content. Since a model with so
many parameters will not be useful for designing a prediction and allocation
algorithm, the models currently used simplify the dependence of click-through
rates on the information on the page.
The simplest model, which is currently widely used in the industry and also
is the basis for most theoretical work in the area (e.g., [8, 17, 2, 14]), is based on
separable click-through rates. It assumes that the CTR of an ad a ∈ {1, . . . , n}
placed in position i ∈ {1, . . . , k} is the product qa λi . Here, qa measures the
intrinsic quality or relevance of ad a, the probability that a user, seeing ad a, will
actually click on it. λi measures the prominence of slot i, and is the probability
that the user will see slot i. It is commonly assumed that λi is monotonically nonincreasing in i. The main advantage of this model is its simplicity. Among others,
simply sorting the advertisers by decreasing ba qa yields an optimal allocation of
the ad space.
2.1

The Cascade Model

One of the main drawbacks of the separable model is that it completely ignores externalities between ads. Both anecdotal evidence and user studies [12, 6]
suggest that externalities are common, and that the separable model does not
provide accurate fits to real world data. Therefore, we analyze a natural Cascade
Model in this paper.
In the basic Cascade Model, each ad a, in addition to the intrinsic quality
qa , has a second parameter ca , called its continuation probability. The model
assumes that the user behaves as follows:

1. Start with the ad a1 in slot 1.
2. When looking at the ad ai in slot i, click on it with probability qai .
3. Independently of whether ad ai was clicked or not, continue to slot i + 1 with
probability cai ; otherwise, terminate the scanning process.
4. Terminate the scanning process also once no more ads remain.
For notational convenience, we denote empty slots by ⊥, with the understanding
that q⊥ = 0 and c⊥ = 1. Under this model, assuming ads a1 , . . . , aQ
k are in slots
i−1
1, . . . , k, the user will see a particular slot i with probability Ci = j=1 caj , and
the click-through rate of ad ai is therefore
Qi−1
(1)
rai = qai · Ci = qai · j=1 caj .
Remark 1. Our model subsumes an apparently more natural generalization with
+
−
two different conditional probabilities c+
a , ca . If ca is the continuation probability
−
if ad a is clicked, and ca the continuation probability if a is not clicked, then by
−
setting ca = qa c+
a + (1 − qa )ca , it is easy to see that the resulting click-through
rates remain the same for each position.
As we mentioned above, a simpler version of the Cascade Model has been
proposed recently by Craswell et al. [6] in the context of organic search results.
They assume that ca = qa for all ads a.
2.2

Generalized Cascade Models

Multiple Ad Slates Many search engines present sponsored search ads in
multiple different slates, e.g., some preceding the organic search results and some
on the right-hand side. As a result, different users may have different orders in
which they scan the ads. We will define the corresponding Slated Cascade Model
as a special case of a very general (and likely intractable) Permuted Cascade
Model.
In the Permuted Cascade Model, for each permutation π of {1, . . . , k}, a fraction fπ of users will scan the ads in the order π(1), . . . , π(k). Then, the probability
Qπ−1 (i)−1
(π)
that a user with scanning order π will look at slot i is Ci = j=1
caπ(j) ,
and the overall CTR of ad ai in slot i under the distribution f is
(f )

rai =

P

(π)
π qai fπ Ci

=

P

π qai fπ

·

Qπ−1 (i)−1
j=1

caπ(j) .

(2)

We are particularly interested in the special case of the Slated Cascade Model,
in which there is a constant number s of slates. Slate i has ki slots; (j, i) denotes
the ith slot of the j th slate, and aj,i the ad in slot (j, i). Each user scans each
slate from top to bottom (until stopping the scan). However, different users
might have different orders over the slates. Formally, the only permutations π
with non-zero frequencies fπ are those defined in terms of a permutation ψ on
the slates {1, . . . , s} of the slates, which induces the permutation π placing all
kψ(j) slots of slate ψ(j), in their natural order, before all kψ(j+1) slots of slate
ψ(j + 1), for each j.

Qi−1
In the Slated Cascade Model, we write Cj,i = h=1 caj,h for the probability
Q
of reaching slot i, given that slate j is entered, C j = i:aj,i 6=⊥ caj,i for the
probability of moving on to the next slate given that slate j is entered, and
Ĉj,i =

P

ψ

fψ · Cj,i ·

Qψ−1 (j)−1
h=1

Ch

for the overall probability of a random user seeing slot (j, i).
Position-Dependent Multipliers In the Cascade Model with Position-Dependent
Multipliers(CMPDM), each slot i also has a position-dependent multiplier λi , the
slot-specific probability of reading an ad in that slot, subject to scanning all the
way to the slot3 .
In accordance with most of the literature on position auctions, we assume
that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λk . The expression (1) for the click-through rate is now
ra′ i = λi qai ·

Qi−1

j=1 caj .

(3)

The CMPDM is a common generalization of both the Cascade Model (with all
λi = 1) and the separable click-through rate model (with all ca = 1), and is
therefore more expressive than both. We will study the allocation problem for
this model in Section 5.
2.3

Slot Allocation and Incentive-Compatibility

In the basic Cascade Model, the publisher needs to solve the following optimization problem in order to maximize the value. Assume, without loss of generality,
that n ≥ k. The objective is to select ℓ ≤ k distinct ads a1 , . . . , aℓ to maximize
Pℓ
Qi−1
(4)
i=1 bai qai ·
j=1 caj .
In the next section, we will describe an efficient algorithm for solving this optimization problem. However, solving the optimization problem requires knowledge of the parameters ba , qa , ca for each bidder a. While the probabilities qa
and ca can be learned from click-through histories, the willingness to pay is the
valuation va which an advertiser assigns to clicks, and thus intrinsically private information. In particular, utility-maximizing advertisers may submit bids
ba 6= va if doing so stands to improve their utilities.
In order to extract truthful bids from the advertisers, i.e., entice them to
submit ba = va , the publisher can charge them prices pa per click, which may
differ from the submitted bids. If charged pa , an advertiser’s utility is ra (va −pa ),
where ra is the click-through rate for advertiser a, and may depend on the entire
assignment. A mechanism consists of both an allocation rule and a payment rule,
3

The λi can model the fact that users appear to have been conditioned to assume
that results listed in higher positions may be more relevant. The model of Athey
and Ellison [3] provides a rational justification for this behavior.

giving the payments pa per click. It is truthful or incentive compatible if the best
strategy of each advertiser a, independent of the strategies of other advertisers,
is to bid ba = va . We will discuss truthful mechanisms in the Cascade Model
below.

3

Winner Determination in the Cascade Model

In this section, we show that the optimal allocation for the simple Cascade Model
can be computed by a dynamic program. The key tool for deriving this program
is a lemma showing that whichever ads are shown must follow a simple ordering.
The results of this section were obtained independently and simultaneously by
Aggarwal et al. [1].
Lemma 1. Assume that the optimal solution places ad ai in position i. Then,
w.l.o.g.,
bak qak
ba1 qa1
ba2 qa2
(5)
1−ca ≥ 1−ca ≥ · · · ≥ 1−ca .
1

2

k

Proof. The proof of this lemma relies on an exchange argument similar to the
types of arguments in the analysis of greedy scheduling algorithms. Assume that
bai+1 qai+1
bai qai
< 1−c
. Let a = ai , a′ = ai+1 be
there is a position i < k such that 1−c
ai
ai+1
the two ads in those positions, and consider the alternative ordering placing a in
position i + 1, and a′ in position i, while leaving all other ads in the same slots
as before. By Equation (1), the click-through rates for all positions j ∈
/ {i, i + 1}
Qi−1
remain the same. Recalling that Ci = j=1 caj , the new click-through rates for
ads a and a′ are ra′ = qa ca′ · Ci and ra′ ′ = qa′ · Ci . Thus, the total change in value
is
ra′ ba + ra′ ′ ba′ − (ra ba + ra′ ba′ ) = Ci (ba′ qa′ (1 − ca ) − ba qa (1 − ca′ ))
≥ Ci (ba qa (1 − ca′ ) − ba qa (1 − ca′ )) = 0,
Hence, swapping a and a′ will not decrease the value, and repeating such swaps
until the ads are ordered according to (5) proves the lemma.
We can now use dynamic programming to design a polynomial-time algorithm for the winner determination problem. First, all ads are sorted according
to (5). We then fill out a dynamic programming table An×k , whose entry A[a, i]
contains the optimum value that can be obtained from ads a, . . . , n in positions
i, . . . , k, conditioned on the ad in slot i being read. Once this table is filled out,
the solution of the problem is contained in the entry A[1, 1]. To fill this table,
we use the following recurrence:
A[a, i] = max(A[a + 1, i], ba qa + ca A[a + 1, i + 1]).
If ad a is placed in position i, then its conditional expected value is ba qa , and
the reader will continue to slot i + 1 with probability ca . Thus, the expected
conditional value obtained from slots i + 1, . . . , k is ca A[a + 1, i + 1], since the
ads in slots i + 1, . . . , k will be chosen optimally as well. Summing up, we obtain
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. There is an algorithm with a running time of O(n log n+nk) which
computes the optimal placement of n ads in k slots in the simple Cascade Model.
3.1

Incentive-Compatible Mechanism Design

To turn the above algorithm into an incentive compatible mechanism, we can use
a pricing scheme based on the classical Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism
[18, 5, 11]. The VCG payment scheme charges each bidder a an amount equal to
the externality this bidder imposes on other bidders. The externality can be
calculated by removing a from the set of advertisers, running the algorithm
again, and computing the total utility of all advertisers in the resulting solution.
The VCG payment is then the difference between the value of all advertisers
in this new solution, and the value of all advertisers except a in the original
optimum.
It is well known, and not very hard to see, that this payment scheme gives
an incentive-compatible, efficient mechanism for allocating and pricing ads in
the simple Cascade Model. Computing the prices can be accomplished with k
separate invocations of the dynamic program described above, for a total running
time of O(n log n + nk 2 ).

4

Multiple Ad Slates

In this section, we give a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the
allocation problem in the Slated Cascade Model. At this point, it is open whether
the problem with multiple slates is NP-hard, or could be solved optimally in
polynomial time.
The algorithm first discretizes some of the parameters. It then exhaustively
searches over all possible aggregate continuation probabilities in each slate, and
then runs a dynamic program to assign ads to slots. By conditioning on the
aggregate continuation probabilities of slates, the choices for slates become de
facto independent. Throughout, we let δ be a suitably small constant whose
precise value will be determined below.
4.1

Ignoring Small Probabilities

In order to show that we can ignore, at the cost of only a small loss in approximation guarantee, any ads that will be seen only with small probability, we first
prove the following lemma. We prove it in a fairly general form with position
dependent multipliers and multiple slates, since it will also be a key building
block for our approximation algorithms in Section 5.
Lemma 2. Let the position dependent multipliers of slate j be λj,1 ≥ λj,2 ≥
· · · ≥ λj,kj . Let ψ be any distribution over permutations of slates, and OPT the
value of the optimum solution.
For any δ > 0, there is a solution (possibly leaving some slots empty) of value
at least (1 − δ) · OPT such that for all non-empty slots j, we have Cj,i ≥ δ. That

is, each non-empty slot is reached with probability at least δ, given that its slate
is entered in the first place.
Proof. Let (aj,i )j,i be an optimal solution of value OPT. For every slate j,
let rj ≤ kj be the last slot containing an ad, and ℓj the largest index such that
Cj,ℓj ≥ δ. Consider the solution that is obtained by moving the ads aj,ℓ+1 , . . . , aj,rj
to slots (j, 1), . . . , (j, rj −ℓj ), for all j simultaneously, while leaving the remaining
slots empty.
′
Let Cj,i
be the new probability of seeing slot (j, i) after the change, given that
′
≥ 1δ Cj,i
slate j is scanned. By the choice of ℓj , we immediately obtain that Cj,i−ℓ
j
for all i ≥ ℓj + 1. That is, the ad formerly in position (j, i) for i ≥ ℓj + 1 is now at
least 1δ times as likely to be reached, given that slate j is scanned. Furthermore,
′
because we only removed ads from slates, we immediately have that C j ≥ C j
for all slates j, i.e., it only becomes more likely that scanning of any slate j will
′
finish. Thus, with Ĉj,i
denoting the new overall probability of seeing slot (j, i),
′
we obtain that Ĉj,i−ℓj ≥ 1δ Ĉj,i , i.e., each remaining ad is at least 1δ times as
likely to be seen after the change.
Each such ad is now in a slot (j, i) whose position dependent multiplier λj,i is
at least as large as the original one, by the sorting of the multipliers. The value
of the new solution is thus
P Prj −ℓj
j

i=1

′
λj,i Ĉj,i
qaj,i+ℓj baj,i+ℓj ≥

1
δ

P Prj
j

i=ℓj +1

λj,i Ĉj,i qaj,i baj,i ,

where we used the above argument as well as the fact that the λj,i are sorted.
Because the new solution cannot be better than OPT, we obtain that
P Prj
j
i=ℓj +1 λj,i Ĉj,i qaj,i baj,i ≤ δ · OPT,
and thus

P Pℓj
j

i=1

λj,i Ĉj,i qaj,i baj,i ≥ (1 − δ) · OPT.

In other words, removing the ads in positions ℓj + 1, . . . , rj cannot decrease
the value by more than δ · OPT, and ensures that Cj,i ≥ δ for all non-empty
slots (j, i) by construction.
4.2

Description of the Algorithm

We are now ready to describe and analyze the steps of the algorithm in detail:
1. Ignoring small continuation probabilities. First, we round any continuation probability ca that is less than δ/(s + 1) down to zero. Effectively,
this ignores the value of any ad that comes after an ad with such small ca ,
in the same slate j. It also changes the probability of leaving slate j to 0.
We argue that this decreases the value of the solution by at most δ · OPT.
δ
) · OPT such that
By Lemma 2, there is a solution of value at least (1 − s+1
no ad follows any such low-probability ad in the same slate. For this altered

solution, changing the continuation probability of caj,i to 0 does not affect
the value of slate j.
Now consider the impact of the modified probabilities C j of leaving slates
′
δ
j = 1, . . . , s. That is, for some slates, we replace C j ≤ s+1
by C j = 0. For
δ
. Let Vj
each slate j, the probability of reaching it decreases by at most s+1
be the expected value of slate j, conditioned on reaching it in the scanning
process. By leaving all other slates empty, we could make sure to reach slate j
with probability 1, and since the optimum solution must be at least as good,
we obtain that Vj ≤ OPT.P
Summing up over all slates, the total expected
δ
sδ
value decreases by at most j s+1
Vj ≤ s+1
· OPT. Thus, in total, the value
decreased by at most δ · OPT.
2. Rounding continuation probabilities. Next, we round down each nonzero continuation probability to the nearest power of (1 − δ/k). For any slot
(j, i), the resulting probability of reaching (j, i) is not changed by more than
a factor of (1 − δ/k)k ≥ 1 − δ. Therefore, this stage decreases the value of the
optimal solution by at most δ · OPT. Then, the product of the continuation
probabilities of any subset of at most k ads is one of the O(k 2 ) values
{0, 1, (1 − δ/k)1 , . . . , (1 − δ/k)k⌈log(1−δ/k) (δ/(s+1))⌉ }.
Denote this set of values by C.
3. Enumerating over all slate probabilities. The algorithm exhaustively
enumerates all combinations of probabilities C s ∈ C for slates s. We call such
an s-tuple (C 1 , . . . , C s ) a configuration. Notice that there are only O(k 2s ),
i.e., polynomially many, configurations. So long as for each slate s, the product of the continuation probabilities is exactly C s , this enumeration makes
it possible to evaluate precisely the click-through rate of any ad in any position. In particular, we use γs to denote the overall probability of entering
slate s. Notice that all γs can be computed efficiently from the distribution
fψ over permutations and the C s values.
4. Dynamic programming solution. For each configuration (C 1 , . . . , C s ),
we find the optimal solution consistent with that configurations using dynamic programming. By Lemma 1, the advertisers in each slate must be
b a qa
. The dynamic programming
ordered in decreasing order of their ratios 1−c
a
idea is essentially an s-dimensional Knapsack program. First sort the ads
b1 q1
b2 q2
bn qn
such that 1−c
≥ 1−c
≥ · · · ≥ 1−c
. The dynamic programming table has
1
2
n
entries A[a, i1 , . . . , is , y1 , . . . , ys ] for all 1 ≤ a ≤ n, 0 ≤ ij ≤ kj , yj ∈ C, and
C j ≤ yj ≤ 1 for every slate j. This entry contains the optimal total value
that can be obtained from the last ij slots of each slate j = 1, . . . , s, where all
ads are from the set a, . . . , n, assuming that the product of the continuation
probabilities of the first kj − ij slots of slate j is yj .
This entry of the dynamic programming table can be computed by considering all options for ad a. By Lemma 1, ad a is either not used at all, or is
placed at the first “empty” slot of one of the slates. If ad a is not used at all,
then the optimum value is just A[a + 1, i1 , . . . , is , y1 , . . . , ys ]. Otherwise, if ad
a is used in slate j (which is possible only if ij > 0), the optimum value is

A[a + 1, i1 , . . . , ij − 1, . . . , is , y1 , . . . , yj · ca , . . . , ys ] + γj yj ba qa . The optimum
is then simply the maximum over these s + 1 different options, and can be
computed in constant time O(s). Overall, the dynamic program then takes
time O(nk 3s ).
The rounding stages in the above algorithm lose at most 2δ · OPT of the
value of the optimal solution. The last two stages use O(k 2s ) invocations of a
dynamic program, each taking time O(nk 3s ), to compute the optimal solution
for the rounded instance. Hence, by taking δ = ǫ/2, we obtain
Theorem 2. For every constant ǫ > 0, there is a poly-time algorithm for the
winner determination problem in the Slated Cascade Model which always outputs
a solution of value at least (1 − ǫ) · OPT.

5

Position-Dependent Multipliers

The main difficulty in designing an algorithm for the winner determination problem in the CMPDM is that the equivalent of Lemma 1 no longer holds. Intuitively, high continuation probabilities are much less important if subsequent
slots have very low slot-specific λi values. Thus, there can be no simple sorting
criterion based solely on properties of the ads themselves.
For the CMPDM, we present a simple 4-approximation algorithm is based on
a reduction to the Knapsack problem. We also sketch a quasi-polynomial-time
approximation scheme (QPTAS).
First, by applying Lemma 2 with δ = 21 (and just one slate), we can restrict
our attention to solutions where Ci ≥ 21 for all i except possibly the last ad,
so long as we are willing to lose a factor 2 in the approximation guarantee. For
such solutions, the value of any selected ad ai can be easily 2-approximated, as
1
2 ≤ Ci ≤ 1. In particular, the objective function (4) can be 2-approximated by
P
i λi bai qai .
Thus, incorporating the constraint that Ci ≥ 12 for all non-empty slots i, we
obtain a Knapsack-like problem as follows. First, we can exhaustively try all
ads â which will occupy the last assigned slot ℓ. The ad â is the only one with no
restrictions on its continuation probability câ . Because the slots are ordered by
decreasing λi , the selected ads a1 , a2 , . . . , aℓ−1 will necessarily satisfy ba1 qa1 ≥
ba2 qa2 ≥ · · · ≥ baℓ−1 qaℓ−1 , as can be seen by a simple exchange argument.
Pℓ−1
The optimization problem is thus to select a1 , . . . , aℓ−1 to maximize i=1 λi bai qai +
Pℓ−1
λℓ bâ qâ , subject to the constraints that i=1 log2 c1a ≤ 1 and ℓ ≤ k. This is exi
actly a Knapsack problem with cardinality and size constraints. With a simple
generalization of the standard fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for Knapsack,we obtain an FPTAS for this problem, and thus a (4 + ǫ)
approximation for the ad allocation problem, for any ǫ > 0.
To obtain a quasi-PTAS for the winner determination problem, we can build
on the ideas from Section 4. The key idea is to round the λi values to O(log k)
powers (1 − δ)i . This results in O(log k) segments of slots with now identical

position-dependent multipliers. Similar to the PTAS from Section 4, we also
round continuation probabilities, and exhaustively search over all probabilities
of entering each segment. Given these probabilities, the optimum solution can
then be found with a Dynamic Program akin to multi-dimensional Knapsack.
Due to space constraints, the details and analysis of the algorithm are deferred
to the full version of this paper.

6

Discussion and Future Research Directions

One main shortcoming of our model is that it does not address situations where
the search term is ambiguous (e.g., “Apple” which can be matched to ads on Apple computers and on the fruit). In such cases, the set of candidate ads consists
of multiple classes with significantly different “inter-class” and “intra-class” externalities. However, such situations are rare and likely to become more so with
the advance of new search technologies aimed at modeling intent.
As for future research, one of the important problems we are currently investigating is to develop CTR-learning algorithms that can learn the parameters
of our model, and pursue an exploration-exploitation strategy that converges to
the optimal solution over time. It would also be desirable to determine the complexity of computing an exact solution in the Slated Cascade Model or in the
Cascade Model with Position-Dependent Multipliers. While we presented approximation schemes for these models, we do not currently know whether they
are NP-hard to solve optimally.
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